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Mike Morley Editor
Kit Avid, AFX, Final Cut Pro

Documentary

A&E: Crash Scene Emergency Full Fat TV Channel 5
60 min Specialist Factual Entertainment
Observational Documentary. Filmed at one of the country's largest trauma units University Hospital Coventry, this
Blue Light series for Channel 5 follows medical teams working against the clock to save the lives of people injured in
traffic collisions.

Dark Land: Hunting the Killers Monster Films BBC1
40 min Documentary
Reinvestigating some of Wales's most shocking unsolved murders.

Killer in my Village Avalon Sky Crime
4 x 60 min Documentary
Shedding light on shocking crimes that have taken place in small towns and villages across Britain, from execution
murders by complete strangers to crimes of passion. Exploring these chilling cases in the most unexpected
locations.

Unearthed, Series 5 Windfall Films Discovery
60 min Documentary
This series decodes history’s greatest mysteries in a new and unique way, revealing ancient wonders in a way you’ve
never seen before.

The Secret Story of Stuff 7 Wonder BBC4
60 min Documentary
Material Scientist Zoe Laughlin investigates and reveals new materials technologies that will change and enhance
every aspect of our lives including Travel, Healthcare, IT, Defence, Fashion and Construction.
Producer and Director: Paul Vanezis

Nazi Megastructures: America's War Endemol Shine National Geographic
60 min Documentary
The story of America’s most important battles against the Nazis and the Japanese during World War Two. This series
examines the military mind-set, pioneering tactics and state-of-the-art technologies deployed by both sides.
Working with Ashley Morris on The Battle of the Bulge.
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Richard Hammond’s Big Chimp TV Discovery
60 min Factual Entertainment Worldwide
Richard Hammond explores the world's biggest machines to uncover the small feats of engineering that make the
Big possible. A fantastically entertaining, great looking primetime presenter-led show.

The Science of Stupid IWC National Geographic
25 min Factual
Dallas Campbell reveals the science behind a whole host of new and spectacular mishaps. Fast cut, fast turnaround,
formatted and fun show. Working with David Skudder, Al Blaine and Dominic Bowles.

Claimed and Shamed Curve BBC 2
60 min Documentary
Series of films casting a covert eye over the ever-growing problem of insurance fraud, and sees outlandish claimers
as they're caught out on camera. This is the 8th season and as such has a strong format heavy on graphics, recon
and music with a tight schedule.
Series Producer: Claire Simpson

The Factory Twenty Twenty BBC 2
5 x 60 min Documentary
An investigation into the reality of the Low Paid jobs market by following twenty people from different backgrounds
as they take on the minimum wage sector. They will be challenged and assessed by real employers to see who’s got
the skills and stamina and they’ll be sacked if they don’t make the grade.
Series Producer: Helen Richardson

Benefits Britain: Life on the Dole 5 Productions Channel 5
2 x 45 min Documentary
More Brits are living off benefits today than at any other time since the establishment of the welfare state. This
six-part documentary series lifts the lid on the reality of life on benefits in Britain.
Edit Producer: Louise Mason, Executive Producer: Jacqui Wilson

Lost Worlds Electric Sky Discovery 3D
48 min Documentary
Natural historian and adventurer Monty Halls teams up with explorer, survival expert and pioneering climber Leo
Houlding. Leo’s extreme climbing experience coupled with Monty’s incredible adventurer skills and scientific
knowledge make them the perfect team to reach these dramatic areas and document these natural wonders.
Series Producer: Ian White

Tomorrow’s Food BBC Factual BBC 1
60 min Factual
What will we be eating in the future? Dara O’Briain hosts a new magazine style series investigating new technologies
and developments in the world of food production and innovations in the way we consume.
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Housing Enforcer TwoFour BBC1
10 x 44 min Factual
Matt Allwrights joins the ranks of the nation's housing officers.
Edit Producer: Gill Hennessey, Executive Producer: Andrew Mullins

Pandas 3D: Back to the Wild Oxford Scientific Films National Geographic
60 min Documentary Sky 3D, IMAX
With unprecedented access to the Wolong Panda Centre in China, meet all of the pandas at the centre as they get
ready for their new lives in various parts of the world, and learn about their fascinating habits and personalities.
Producer: Nigel Levy, Director: Caroline Hawkins

Sky High Scrapers Electric Sky Productions Discovery 3D
6 x 60 min Documentary
Explores the gravity defying exploits of America’s largest rope based high-rise cleaning company. The series covers
some of the most dramatic, challenging and dangerous jobs on the East Coast of America.

Bugs Bites and Parasites: Tropical Diseases TwoFour Discovery
60 min Documentary
A world-class team of experts at the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine are responsible for treating the
thousands of Britons who return from foreign lands with some of the deadliest diseases on earth. Breath-taking
graphics will explain each disease and the incredible science behind it.

Body Bizarre Zig Zag Productions Discovery TLC
60 min Documentary
Body Bizarre uncovers the real human stories behind the headlines, with deeply personal interviews and footage
meeting people who suffer from conditions so rare and mysterious that the medical world is often baffled.
Producer and Director: Michelle Darling

Secret Life of the Rainforest Electric Sky Smithsonian
60 min Documentary
3D natural history film that transports the viewer deep into Panama’s Rainforest. Join scientists from the
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute on their quest into the heart of the rainforest as they search for the rare
and endangered species that live in this unique environment.

Born to Kill TwoFour Channel 5
3 x 60 min Documentary
Police detectives, journalists, childhood friends, room mates, attorneys and leading experts in criminal psychology
offer an insight into their unique relationships with the most evil of society.

Portrait Artist of the Year StoryVault Sky Arts
60 min Factual Entertainment
Working with the prestigious National Portrait Gallery and The British Library and presented by Joan Bakewell and
Frank Skinner, the competition travelled across the UK and Ireland in search of inspiring and talented artists.
Producer: Southan Morris
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Short List Steppin’ Crew Cinema Release 3D
60 min Documentary
Feature following world-renowned choreographer Sisco Gomez, as he assembles his team for his first 3D project.

Building the Brand Electric Sky Discovery
4 x 60 min Documentary
This series explores 10 factories following the creation of some of the world’s most iconic products in glorious 3D.
Producer: Andy Webb

Kylie, Freddie Mercury and The Sex Pistols Electric Sky Biography Channel
3 x 60 min Documentary
Three individual music biographies. Much involvement in the organisation and acquisition of assets and
consequently the management of budgets within these shows as well as being creative with the content to
maximise atmosphere within them.

Max’s Big Tracks Discovery /
7 x 60 min Documentary Animal Planet
Hardened tracker and wildlife expert, Ian “Max” Maxwell sets off on a challenging track through the wilderness in
search of seven of the world's most elusive animals.

Body and Soul
120 min Documentary
Editor for deceased Body Shop founder Anita Rodick’s life story.

Safari Park Discovery Channel
6 x 60 min Documentary, Online Editor
From the efforts of world-renowned scientists attempting a breeding programme using the park’s extremely rare
white tigers to the lengths staff have to go to care for the newly born arrivals, Safari Park features a host of stories
about creatures great and small.

The History of Greece Electric Sky History Channel
60 min Documentary, Online Editor and Grade
Program about Ancient Greece.

Tales of the Living Dead Electric Sky History Channel
2 x 60 min Documentary
Explores ancient murders using forensic science to try to solve the crime. The films are fast- paced with subtle
reconstruction used to illustrate the stories. Graphics flesh out what the victim looked like and how they might have
died which builds a picture of the environment in which the victim met their end.
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Mackay Lost Expedition Discovery Channel
60 min Documentary, Online Editor

Factual Entertainment

For The Love of Kitchens Betty TV Magnolia
44 min Factual Entertainment
This series follows a bespoke British company called deVOL in which their customers design and install new
kitchens.

The Repair Shop Ricochet BBC One
30 min Factual Entertainment, Additional Editor
'The Repair Shop' is a workshop of dreams where broken or damaged cherished family heirlooms are brought back
to life. Furniture restorers, horologists, metal workers, ceramicists, upholsterers and all manner of skilled craftsmen
and women have been brought together in one extraordinary space to restore much loved possessions to their
former glory.

Big Antique Adventure With Susan Calman True North Productions Channel 5
60 min Factual Entertainment
We follow Susan Calman as she takes a five day ‘crash course’ in the world of antiques, curious and collectables –
covering everything from valuations to restorations; buying, selling and traditional auctions, as well as surprising
places to pick up a bargain.

Britain’s Hardest Grafter Twenty Twenty BBC2
60 min Factual
The series sees 25 people earning less than £15,500 compete against each other for a reported £15,000 cash prize
as they prove their abilities over a series of tasks.

Holiday Hit Squad TwoFour BBC1
60 min Factual
Series follows the toughest hotel inspectors in the business, and explores how best to make sure holidays across
the globe, from the Mediterranean to the Far East, live up to their promise.

10 Puppies and Us RDF Television BBC2
60 min Factual Entertainment
Charting the ups and downs of ten puppies and their families through their important first six months together.

Sun, Sea and Selling Houses Ricochet Channel 4
45 min Entertainment
Two British families who have set up shop in Spain selling property to Brits looking for a bit of fun in the sun. This
new docu-soap property series, Sun, Sea & Selling Houses, follows them as they sail their business through
unpredictable waters, and also track their personal trials and tribulations away from the office.
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Cash in the Attic Leopard Films BBC
20 x 44 min Entertainment
The Cash in the Attic team helps people raise money from household items for something special. Working with
Steve Grogan.

My Tasty Travels TwoFour ITV
3 x 60 min Entertainment
This series sees the actress Lynda Bellingham travelling across the UK over the summer sampling some of the
country’s best ingredients and taking part in a variety of village fairs and fetes.
Series Producer: Steve Grogan

Tattoo Disasters UK 5 Productions Channel 5
20 x 22 min and 5 x 60 min Entertainment
Fast cut, fast turn around show. Tattoos can be works of art. But what happens when you regret the ink job etched
into your skin? Meet the people hoping to tackle their tattoo regrets.

Close Calls On Camera Topical TV BBC 1
30 min Factual Entertainment
Series presented by Nick Knowles, which shows the split-second moments when everyday events are transformed
into disasters and meets the people who lived to tell the tale. Working for Virginia Hill and Kate Roberts.

Really? Barcroft Productions YouTube
30 min Factual Entertainment
This series looks at some of the world’s most amazing real-life stories from the leaders in viral video, ranging from
extreme body images, to medical miracles and astonishing animals.
Producer: Piers Shorrock

Britain’s Empty Homes Ricochet BBC
60 min Factual Entertainment
Property series revealing the work of the nations empty property officers and following the restoration and
resurrection of some of the countries forgotten buildings

Britain’s Brightest RDF BBC1
60 min Entertainment, VT’s
In Each episode six contestants' emotional intelligence and ability to multitask are put to the test. Contestant VTs.

Storage Hoarders TwoFour ITV
4 x 60 min Factual Entertainment
Aggie MacKenzie meets the people who are still clinging onto things they never see or use. In each episode they’re
challenged to sort through their stuff and say goodbye to the things they no longer need.
Series Producer: Maria Knowles
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Fat Surgeons UKTV Really
3 x 60 min Factual Entertainment
Follow two of Britain's most sought after Bariatric experts and their patients, on their remarkable journeys as they
undergo surgery and cope with the after effects.

Song Book: KT Tunstall StoryVault Sky Arts
60 min Factual Entertainment
Bob Harris interviews singer-songwriter KT Tunstall, to reveal how her days as a busker helped shape her later
career. She also performs a selection of her best-known songs.
Producer: Marina Fonseca

The Feeling On Ice New Wave MTV, DVD
60 min Factual Entertainment
The film follows Pop Band ‘The Feeling’ on a journey back to Meribel, a ski resort in the Alps, which was to The
Feeling what Hamburg was to The Beatles. Narrated by and featuring überfan Kiefer Sutherland, it features 3 tracks
live on the piste.

Ultimate Tourist Scams Electric Sky Discovery
12 x 25 min Factual Entertainment
Going on Holiday is an experience we all look forward to but every time you step off a plane in a foreign country, or
even leave your own state, that dream holiday can quickly turn into a nightmare.

Dangerous Adventures For Boys Rock Steady Pictures Channel 5
Factual Entertainment
Series where celebrity fathers and their sons trace the journeys of historical icons and embark on exhilarating
expeditions, based on the best-selling book. On board cameras.

Car Booty Leopard Films BBC
2 x 44 min Entertainment
Day time TV classic where families rummage their homes to make money out of their collectables and antiques.
They pack off to a car boot sale to see how much money they can make.

Project Restoration Electric Sky Discovery
2 x 44 min Factual Entertainment
Property programme with presenter and expert Marianne Sur as she helps revive historic buildings.

Mr Moon Skaramoosh Disney Playhouse
32 x 20 min Entertainment
Disney's 52 part animated space adventure series with Mr Moon and his cosmic friends, I was the picture editor
responsible for assembling the shows and QC of the final animations. Working with James Shock.
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Sport

London Triathlon 2012 Dream Team Television Channel 4
60 min Sport
Coverage of one of the worlds largest Triathlons Cut to a tight schedule this extreme contest saw Celebrities
compete alongside novices and Elite athletes in London’s Docklands.
Producer and Director: Stephen Isles

P1 Superstock Dream Team Television Eurosport
Sport Channel 4
Action-packed racing from the Grand Prix of the Sea in the largest single design off-shore powerboat race series.
7 years as a minicam developer and rigger.

Honda F4 Power-Boat Racing Channel 4, ITV4
Installer / operator of on-board cameras.

London Triathlon 2004 Dream Team Television Channel 4
60 min Sport
Coverage of the world’s biggest and most iconic triathlon.

Microsoft Challenge Dream Team Television Channel 4
60 min Sport, Camera
Adventure race.

Grand National Inserts Millard-Bourne Channel 4
Various short packages Promos and Broadcast inserts.

London Triathlon Channel 4
60 min Sport
Coverage of this year’s event, which is now the world’s largest triathlon gathering talent and celebrities from around
the globe.

Rat Races Dream Team Television Channel 4
3 x 60 min Sport
The Rat Race Urban Adventure turns some of the world's greatest cities into an adventure playground and for
intense competition featuring, running, cycling, abseiling and much more.
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Short Film

The Beach Cleaners Lighthouse Granada
20 min Short Film
Talking to the people that love their job cleaning Brighton’s beaches.

Branded andCorporate

Projects for Google Japan’s 2011 Rugby World Cup bid Alliance and Leicester
Chinese Government European Parliament Balfour Beatty
Audi Barclays Alliance and Leicester
Schwarzkopf Clynol Fujitsu
General Electric The Royal Horticultural Society Tesco
GE Finance and GE Money TalkSport Radio, American Express
Colt and Spar EDF energy Oriens Aviation
Merck Pharmaceuticals GlaxoSmithKline Siemens
London Underground The Water Research Council AEA Technology
Tattersalls, Darley in England South Downs Housing Authority Vodafone

Promo and Commercial Production

Bieber Movie Release Shine TV, Web Viral

Promos and Interstitials Playboy TV

Rip Curl Ads International

RIAT Airshow ITV

Lady Flash Go Team
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